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Mike, I saw many more Neumann
microphones, mostly digital models,
than I’m used to seeing when you
record the symphony. What did you do
differently?

Mike Pappas: Yes, many more,
because visually it didn’t matter how
many mics were up since there was no
paying audience. What mattered was
that all the sound that needed capturing
was captured adequately, in minimum
time once the clock was running. So we
went all out.

I saw the usual five stands across the
front, and the mid-side array on the
piano.
Those five in front were the KM 133D

mics, digital mics with their own internal
A/D converters. Their capsule bodies
and diaphragms are titanium, and the
spheres are laser-engraved plexiglass.
They get their reach from being practi-
cally omnis low down, to about 1 kHz,
then above that they become gradually
cardioids—by 16 kHz they’re hyper-car-
dioids.

Interview by Lorenz Rychner

The calm before the storm—note the composer’s table
and the vocalist’s “iso booth” (packing blankets)

Recording a full symphony orchestra is not everybody’s everyday gig, unless you’re
somebody like Mike Pappas, who does this throughout the concert season at the cav-
ernous Boettcher Hall in Denver.

If you’re interested in orchestra miking, you may remember our report from the
September 2010 issue where we described how Pappas uses a surprisingly sparse
setup to mike a live symphony concert. The audience hardly notices the setup, mostly
consisting of five tall stands across the front of the Boettcher’s very wide stage: A cen-
ter-left-right trio, flanked on each side by an additional stand. The concert grand is
miked with a mid/side array. Then there is Fritz, then binaural microphone head that
hangs halfway down the hall, looking towards the rear, to capture, well, the rear,
mainly for the 5.1 mix version but also for a bit of audience perspective in the overall
mix. Pappas’ emphasis on those occasions is on using top-quality mics that have
enough “reach” rather than on spot miking every player in the orchestra.

Then in the February 2011 issue we reported how Pappas faced the challenge of
recording the full symphony plus a Jazz quartet backing a featured vocalist, the famous
Dianne Reeves, for broadcast in both a stereo mix and a surround mix. Although this called
for more mics, he again used fewer mics than one might think. Still, there were plenty—
all the instrument mics were supplemented by two handhelds for the vocalist (one a redun-
dant panic mic on an entirely separate signal chain), one vocal mic each for the four mem-
bers of her quartet, and a wireless announcer mic for the guest conductor—none other
than Marvin Hamlisch.

Today we briefly report on yet another occasion to which we were kindly invited by
Mike Pappas—this one a recording session, also at Boettcher Hall but closed to the pub-
lic. This time the orchestra, augmented by the Colorado Symphony Chorus, performed
original music destined for an ad campaign by the Colorado Tourism Office. Charles
Denler (charlesdenler.com) composed the music; it was orchestrated and conducted by
the resident conductor of the Colorado Symphony, Scott O’Neil.—LzR
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This time I set up two Mid-Side arrays, each with the KM 184 D for the mid and the
KM 120 D for the side. There was one such array on the piano, and another in front
of the woodwinds.

I also saw spot mics where you don’t usually have them.
I put a D-01 up on a boom to get more of the violas, and another D-01 on a boom

for the brass. That’s a large-diaphragm digital mic that can be remotely controlled to
change its directional characteristics—nobody has to interrupt the session and climb
up there. We can change that and other things, too, like gain, pre-attenuation, low-cut
filter... all from the control room on the fly.

I saw the currently-trendy blue LED light coming from the knees of a cellist—what
was that all about?
I put a D-01 low down against a pair of cellists, with a special clamp attached to a

music stand. I did the same with the double basses, but on that clamp was a KM 133D,
the same mic that I had on the five tall stands across the front.
Above the first and second violins I had a boom each with a KM 184D, which is a

cardioid digital small-diaphragm condenser. I had two more KM 184D mics on the per-
cussion section, and for the harp I put up a short stand with a KMR82D, a shotgun mic.

This time I used two audience mics, each a KU 100 “Fritz” dummy head, a replica
of the human head with a microphone built into each ear. They were hung out above
the seats to capture the room ambience, of which there was a lot more since we had
no audience.

Then there was this awesome choir...
They were indeed awesome, and that was only half the numbers you usually see when the

Colorado Symphony Chorus performs! We asked that there be only this many [It looked like
about 50 singers at least!—LzR], or we would have had simply too much sound to deal with.
They are very disciplined singers; Duain Wolfe, the Chorus Director, prepares them

very well, so we knew we were going to get a good balance. All we had was four
mics, one each for the sopranos, altos, tenors, and basses. All four were KM 184D
mics on boom stands.

For one number there was a solo vocalist...
We set up a U 87 and an M 149, to give an option, and we built a bit of an impro-

vised iso location in front of the orchestra. The only other mic was a KMS 104 for the
composer for any comments or narration he might wish to record.

As this issue of Recording is being edited, the word from the ad agency’s Matt
Ingwalson, Creative Director at karshhagan.com, is this: “The broadcast campaign will
break nationally on April 2. I think we’ll probably post them to Colorado’s YouTube
channel—and possibly Colorado.com—on the same day.”
Composer Charles  Denler invites readers to listen to final mixes of the project at

www.charlesdenler.com (on the American Symphony page). The music for this project
will be a part of a full symphony to be recorded in the fall of 2012.
Recording wishes to once again thank Mike Pappas for giving us access, project

details and photographs. He can be contacted via pappas@recordingmag.com. 

Mid/Side array on piano, Neumann KM
184D for Mid and KM 120D for Side
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